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Exactly how to integrate these ultra high
power innovations and fast-track a project
plan were questions answered with the
help of the Integrated Products

Manufacturing KTN. After an initial
investigation confirmed the fundamental
viability of the concept, Government
funding for R&D via the East of England

Development Agency is now powering the
company towards its next milestone – the
unveiling of a concept car.

Combining battery and
motor advances in green
sports car concept

Case Study

Determined to bring to life its vision for high-performance, no compromise green motoring, The
Lightning Car Company intended to combine the very latest battery and motor technology to create a
100% electric powered sports car. 

www.integratedproductsktn.org.uk



The Lightning Car Company’s audacious
announcement that its luxury, zero-
emission car would be able to outperform
almost all large-engine, high-performance
sports cars in the 0-60mph range is the
result of its faith in two technologies: the
NanoSafe™ battery and the Hi-Pa Drive™
in-wheel motor. Certainly this ultra-safe,
high power nanotechnology-based battery
has an impressive life expectancy of over
12 years, compared to the 3-5 years of
alternatives. Similarly, the British-developed
energy-efficient electric wheel motor
produces unrivalled levels of torque and
achieves the power-to-weight ratio critical
to genuine sports car performance. 

A feasibility study carried out by Pera on
behalf of the Integrated Products
Manufacturing KTN identified a number of
key innovations vital to the project’s future.
These included critical cooling systems
and advanced charging circuitry. It also
came to the conclusion that, although not
without technical risk, the proposed
technological advances could create a car
with the target 10-minute charge time for
up to 200 miles of motoring. 

‘We developed a realistic project plan and
worked out how to bring all the
technologies together in a robust, effective
and efficient system,’ says Pera’s Simon
Day. ‘This not only helped the company bid
successfully for venture capital funding,
but also led to a Grant for Research &
Development worth £220,000.’ 

Government funding has put The Lightning
Car Company on track to produce a show
car this summer and a pre-production
prototype by the end of the year.  Such
speed is perhaps not surprising for a
company driven to get green motorists
putting their foot down, but there is no
doubt about the role of the KTN in
accelerating its plans. ‘It’s a simple fact
that innovation costs, and for a small
company such as our own every penny
counts,’ says Lightning’s Managing
Director Chris Dell. ‘The funding secured in
conjunction with Pera’s assistance
certainly helps support the business in our
efforts to produce a vehicle that should go
a long way to creating a paradigm shift,
from which people view electric motoring
as a credible, non-compromising
alternative to petroleum.’

For further information about The Lightning
Car Company please visit
www.lightningcarcompany.com
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